Design an Island

Name: ____________________

ELA/Social Studies Project
Room 203
Project Due Date: ________________

Objective: Design your own island to describe the location and its impact on its people and economy.

1. Island Must Include:  
   Materials—Poster board (may be flat or 3D)
   - Creative shape
   - Creative island name (Must be a unique name)
   - Map features: mountains, desert, forest, etc
   - Capital
   - Typed Labels (names for each feature)
   - MUST BE COLORFUL and NEAT

2. Physical Map Must Include: Materials—This is a separate piece of 8x11 paper
   - Title
   - Map key (symbols for map features)
   - Compass Rose (cardinal/intermediate directions)
   - Scale (miles)
   - MUST BE COLORFUL and NEAT

3. Oral Presentation: This portion of the project may be a google slide, typed paper, brochure, etc. Be prepared to share and discuss the following:
   - Location: Where in the world is this island located? (off the coast of ____________ continent, in the ________ Ocean.)
   - Climate: How does the climate affect the lives of the people (jobs, food, shelter, etc.)
   - Economy: How do citizens of the island earn a living?
   - Design currency (money)

   • Helpful Hint: The location and climate of the island is important to its economy and growth!